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SERENDIPITY® CHAISE

S100 - GROUND VERSION (SUPPLIED WITH CHROMED SUPPORT STAND)

DIMENSIONS
Lmin./max. 160/171 x W 59,7 x Hmin./max. 57/75 cm   
Seat total length  200 cm

WEIGHT
16 kg

SURFACE
Stone effect

ACCESSORIES
S100/80 - Hybrida heated with 24 volt / 124 watt transformer
S910 – Support for outdoor version
S920 – Support for indoor version

MATERIAL
100 % Polyethylene HD

handle / towel rack

sitting position tilting system

chrome support stand

SERENDIPITY® CHAISE

S110 - OUTDOOR VERSION (SUPPLIED WITH WHEELED LEG FOR OUTDOOR VERSION)

DIMENSIONS
Lmin./max. 144/171 x W 73,7 x Hmin./max. 69/100 cm   
Seat total length  200 cm

WEIGHT
20 kg

SURFACE
Stone effect

ACCESSORIES
S100/80 - Hybrida heated with 24 volt / 124 watt transformer
S900 - Support for ground version
S920 – Support for indoor version

MATERIAL
100 % Polyethylene HD

handle / towel rack

manual sitting position tilting
system

wheeled leg for
outdoor version

SERENDIPITY® CHAISE

S120 - INDOOR VERSION (SUPPLIED WITH CHROMED SUPPORT STAND)

DIMENSIONS
Lmin./max. 144/171 x W 59,7 x Hmin./max. 69/100 cm   
Seat total length  200 cm

WEIGHT
21 kg

SURFACE
Stone effect

ACCESSORIES
S100/80 - Hybrida heated with 24 volt / 124 watt transformer
S900 - Support for ground version
S910 – Support for outdoor version

MATERIAL
100 % Polyethylene HD

handle / towel rack

sitting position tilting system

chromed support stand

SERENDIPITY® CHAISE

S100 - GROUND VERSION

Minimalist and modern, the chaise longue “ground 
version” conveys the essentiality of the forms of the 
human body. 
Its adjustable structure highlights its elegance and 
make it the perfect choice for a private ambience or to 
enrich swimming pools and spas.

SERENDIPITY® CHAISE

S110 - OUTDOOR VERSION

To fully enjoy a relaxing time in the garden, at the 
poolside, on a terrace or anywhere outdoors, the “out-
door version” fits perfectly to any environment, ensu-
ring total comfort, when the main purpose is total 
relaxation.

SERENDIPITY® CHAISE

S120 - INDOOR VERSION

The model “indoor” is unique in its structure, combi-
ning design and functionality.
With its adjustable tilting angle, it provides optimal 
relaxation without having to get off the seat.
Its elegance and versatility make it perfect item for 
your home or for your professional environment.

ERGONOMICS
 

Its perfect ergonomics and smooth lines inspired by the dynamics of a body at rest, make sure 
that SERENDIPITY® CHAISE recalls feelings of serenity and well-being, perfectly embracing its 

forms.

cervical

dorsal

lumbar

sacral 

INCLINATION

Elegant and simple movements identify  SERENDIPITY® CHAISE. A simple movement to 
incline it to SITTING – RELAXATION – TOTAL RELAXATION position at zero gravity  without 

having to get off the seat, allowing you to enjoy the maximum comfort.

SERENDIPITY® CHAISE

HYBRIDA/80 - HEATED

The heated version combines all the advantages described 
above, in addition to those known and reserved exclusively 
to spas.
Reaching the temperature of 41°, it promotes the production 
of antibodies, reduces inflammation and generates an 
essential sense of peace, calm and relaxation.

POLYETHYLENE HD - STONE EFFECT

Functionality and stability are guaranteed by the use of 
polyethylene HD that makes it suitable for any type of 
environment, both indoor and outdoor, private or professio-
nal, resistant to UV – salt – limestone.
Light and handy, it is easily movable for any subsequent 
relocation and it simple to sanitize with the most common 
household products.


